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?On the Catastrophe Risk Premium Puzzle
Tomoko Yotsuzuka
This paper selectively reviews recent developments in catastrophic risk finance and surveys related
empirical studies in the US and Japan. While the market for catastrophe bonds (CAT bonds) has
grown in recent years as an alternative to catastrophe reinsurance, CAT bonds are generally thought to
be underpriced (and their risks are overpriced), a phenomenon called “CAT bond premium puzzle”.
We examine various potential sources of this “puzzle”.
Much of literature in economics and finance assumes that individual agents obey the Savage
axioms. However, we cannot analyze such rare events as catastrophic risk (Knightian uncertainty)
within models of expected utility if individual agents display aversion to ambiguity as well as to risk.
The objective of this paper is to provide a testable form of a return premium required by investors, by
decomposing the premium into a risk premium and an “ambiguity premium”. A particular class of
non−expected utility, called α−maxmin expected utility (Ghirardato et al.), provides the framework
for doing so.
This framework allows us to examine such phenomena as optimism and pessimism observed in
individual agents’ insurance and mitigation behavior. This paper also emphasizes the role of insurance
design in mitigating actual losses from future earthquakes.
JEL Classification: D81, G12, G22
Keywords: catastrophic risk, CAT bond, ambiguity aversion, α−MMEU
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